SKEMA Business School is a top ten French global business school. Member of the "Conference des Grandes écoles" and recognised internationally with the triple accreditation EQUIS, AACSB and EFMD Accredited EMBA as well as the FT rankings. SKEMA's mission is to train and educate the talented individuals businesses require in the current competitive environment.

- The school is international, with already 9 sites in the world: Belo Horizonte, Lille, Nanjing, Paris, Raleigh, Sophia Antipolis, Stellenbosch, Suzhou, Dubai.
- Rich educational programmes: SKEMA’s programmes reflect the latest research into the challenges posed by the management of innovative and high-tech projects, the management of information, customer relations, globalisation, and economic dynamics.
- A more valuable degree: SKEMA students now have a wider choice of curricula and enjoy the benefits of an enlarged alumni network (57,000 alumni throughout the world), an even larger benefits of an enlarged alumni network (57,000 alumni throughout the world), an even larger.
- The school is international, with already 9 campuses: Sophia Antipolis, Lille, Paris (France), Raleigh, Sophia Antipolis, Stellenbosch, Suzhou, Nanjing (China), Raleigh (USA), Belo Horizonte (Brazil), Dubai (UAE).
- SKEMA’s worldwide international ranking:
  - 4th best worldwide [Financial Times 2023 – Master in Finance]
  - 6th best French school [L’étudiant 2024 – Grande Ecole programme]
  - 8th best French school [Le Point 2023]
- SKEMA’s ranking in France: 3rd best French BBA in Finance
- Free French course offered to students
- The help of Talent and Careers to support students’ professional development
- Chinese and Vietnamese students who meet certain requirements will be exempted from the Campus France interview to obtain the French Visa.
- PRICING:
  - According to the programs from €11,000 to €38,000
- LOCATION
  - 9 campuses: Sophia Antipolis, Lille, Paris (France), Suzhou, Nanjing (China), Raleigh (USA), Belo Horizonte (Brazil), Stellenbosch (South Africa), Dubai (UAE)

**MAIN PROGRAMMES OF STUDY**

- **SKEMA Global BBA**: four-year programme taught in English, admission directly after a French baccalauréat or International equivalent.
- **ESDHEM**: two or three years programme taught in French, admission after baccalauréat or International equivalent or one or two year(s) of university.
- **MSc programmes / Two-year MSc**: 20 specialisations
  - one or two year programmes taught in English, admission with a three or four-year bachelor’s degree.
  - **Master in Management (Grande Ecole programme)**: 2 or 3 year programme taught in English. Recruitment by competitive examination (JASIF) at Bachelor’s level or equivalent.
  - **Mastère Spécialisé®**: 6 specialised masters taught mainly in French, admission with master’s degree or equivalent.
  - **PhD program**, 6 to 9-semester programme taught in English, admission with master’s degree.
  - **Executive Education**: Global Executive MBA, Courses with diploma, short programmes, tailor-made solutions. Professional-level recruitment.

**RESEARCH**

To meet the needs of the rapidly evolving market, SKEMA organised its teaching body around academies — digitalisation, globalisation, innovation, transformation — addressing the conventional fields of expertise (strategy, finance, marketing, supply chain, HR, etc.) in a more transverse and global manner. With regard to research, the school has opened seven research centres, using its own global presence to its advantage:

- Finance and Accounting Insights on Risk and Regulation (FAIRR)
- Knowledge, Technology and Organisation (KTO)
- Marketing Interactions (MIINT)
- SKEMA Centre for Artificial Intelligence (SCAI)
- SKEMA Centre for Analytics and Management Science (SCAMS)
- SKEMA Centre for Global Risks (SCGR)
- SKEMA Centre for Sustainability Studies (SCS)

The ensemble is completed by an institute devoted to sports and languages — SKILS (Skema Institute for Languages and Sport).

More info at: www.skema.edu/research